N-MAK transmixers are from the result of experience gained over years accompanied by
continous advancement and optimization. They incorporate the know-how from a production
using last Technologies in the field .
N-MAK transmixers are characterized by low-maintenance technology in a modern design,
simple handling, cost minimising in maintenance and service, efficiency and excellent cost
effectiveness.and are the only to be designed with cover to avoid the was tog concrete during
transportation
Concrete truck mixer also called concrete mixing transport trucks deliver concrete to job sites
where large pour volume are required. And concrete mixer truck 2-12cbm is designed front and
rear pedestals that weigh less and increase mixers load capacity by NEXON GROUP.
After years of digestion and absorption of advanced technology, based on the technical
improvements of the concrete mixing truck, we have developed this series of high quality
concrete Mixing truck. It includes mainly 5 types: 2m3, 8m3, 9m3, 10m3, 12m3,

Features of concrete mixer truck 2-12cbm
1.high quality, advanced technology
2.great durability ;wide application ;volume optional
3.reasonable structure, stable performance, convenient operation and easy maintenance, etc. it is one essential
equipment of various project items
4.Durability for years of reliable performance
5.High payloads and productivity
6.Reliable controls with redundant backups ensure payload will always be delivered
7.Ease of use and serviceability

Technical Information of concrete mixer truck
A standard concrete mixer truck can be fitted with either PTO systems or auxiliary diesel engines, with the option of
various makes and models to suit customer needs. These units can be fitted to any cab/chassis or trailer with the
correct specifications, and can be supplied with an array of optional extras and special modifications.
Standard concrete mixer truck designed to deliver concrete to job sites where large pour volumes are required.

THE MIXING DRUM OF OUR TRUCK MIXERS IS MADE OF WEARPROOF STEELS:
The 30MnB5 steel is used for standard series and the Raex 300 for the superlight series. Both steels have chemical
and mechanical characteristics that are absolutely superior to the commonly used steels.
For the 30MnB5, its high content of chromium and boron guarantees a real resistance to the wear and tear caused by
concrete.
For the Raex 300, its resistance allows to reduce the steel sheet thickness to 3mm (really lighter), keeping or better,
increasing drum life.
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SPECIAL DESIGN

EXCLUSIVE DRUM DESIGNE FOR HIGH QUALITY MIXING PERFORMANCES.
The exclusive design of the mixing blades guarantees a mixture homogeneity in all the drum sections, keeping and improving the
characteristics of the transported concrete. N-MAK truck mixers meet the norms DIN 1045 - DIN 459 concerning the dry mixing capacity.

WET SYSTEM
The product range of N-MAK transmixers go from 2 m3 to 12 m3 capacity. Thanks to its special spiral blade design
inside of the drum, it allows to carry the concrete for a long time without losing its characteristics and homogeneity.
With high quality equipped hydraulic transmissions and gearboxes, of which are powered by the trucks engine set at
1500 RPM, it allows to reach the maximum rotation mixing speed of the drum. Such characteristic allows reducing
the fuel consumption. The 30MNB5 steel sheet increase the life span of the drum for it has a very high resistance to
corrosion.

2m3 Concrete Mixer:
N-MAK CONCRETE MIXER 2M3
Vehicles are specially equipped truck with a concrete mixer that functions mix readymix concrete. Concrete mixer is used to
transport the concrete from a ready mix concrete admixtures to the project site. During transport, mixer continues to rotate at a
minimum speed of 16 revolutions per minute so that the concrete remains homogenous.
In drummixer there are blades of steel, when the road to the project site, this drum rotates slowly counter clockwise so that the
mortar leads into. Turnover in the aim to prevent shifting or separation of the aggregate so that the mixture remains
homogeneous. Thus, the quality of concrete will be always maintained in accordance with the needs of the plan.
When they arrived at the project site and the casting takes place, the direction of drum rotation is reversed clockwise rotation and
acceleration is enlarged so that the concrete out. Ready mix concrete delivery process is set by taking into account distance,
traffic conditions, weather, and temperature, because these things can affect the time in the implementation of foundry work. In
this project the procurement of concrete mixer truck is the responsibility of the provider of ready mix.

SPECIFIKASI CONCRETE MIXER 2M3
Chassis
N-MAK FM 260 JM
Drum Capacity

13.2 Meter Cubik

Mixing Capacity

Max. 7.0 Meter Cubik
5 Line Double Spiral

Inclination

15 Derajat

Revolution Speed

Up To 16 RPM

Material

SS 400, 6.0 mm Thicknes

Gearbox

EURO PARTS 9 MAX 9 M3

Hydraulik Pump

Euro Parts PV 23, Displacement 89 ccm/rev, Max Speed 2590 RPM

Hydraulik Motor

Euro Parts MF 23, Displacement 89 ccm/rev, Max Speed 2590 RPM

Cooling System

ASSA Hydraulik ECOplus 24 Volt DC Oil Cooler

Water Tank Capacity

600 Liter

8 m³ TRANSMIXER
TECHNICIAL SPECIFICATIONS
8 m3 N-MAK Transmixers are manufactured as both dry and wet systems under the defined capacity. In
the equipment, there is a manual discharge chamber which works under the mechanical systems. Thus,
the discharge application can be made to the desired pont neatly. Movement of drum works mechanically
with a mono roller systems.
MIXING DRUMM: 5 mm S 500/4 mm 30 mm B5
NOMINAL CAPACITY: 8m³
GEOMETRIC CAPACITY: 13.800
FILLING CAPACITY: %58
LOADING WIDENESS: 2.200mm
HEIGHT: 2.650mm
WEIGHT: 3.800kg
REDUCER: Transmital/ZF
HYDRAULIC PUMP:HİDROSİLA/EATON/REXROTH
HYDRAULIC MOTOR:HİDROSİLA/EATON/REXROTH
COOLER: AKG 24V (18lt)
WATER PUMP: RPM/500 With Driwing From Reducer.
MIXING HELIX: 4 mm 30 Mn B5
CONTROL SYSTEM:Mixer Control Block can be adjusted between 0,15 min.
ADDITIONAL CHUTES: 5 mm plastic gutter

9 m³ TRANSMIXER
TECHNICIAL SPECIFICATIONS
9 m3 N-MAK Transmixers are manufactured as both dry and wet systems under the defined capacity. In
the equipment, there is a manual discharge chamber which works under the mechanical systems. Thus,
the discharge application can be made to the desired pont neatly. Movement of drum works mechanically
with a mono roller systems.
MIXING DRUMM: 4 mm S 500/4 mm 30 mm B5
NOMINAL CAPACITY: 9m³
GEOMETRIC CAPACITY: 15.200
FILLING CAPACITY: %58
LOADING WIDENESS: 2.350mm
HEIGHT: 2.650mm
WEIGHT: 3.800kg
REDUCER: Transmital/ZF
HYDRAULIC PUMP:HİDROSİLA/EATON/REXROTH
HYDRAULIC MOTOR:HİDROSİLA/EATON/REXROTH
COOLER: AKG 24V (18lt)
WATER PUMP: RPM/500 With Driwing From Reducer.
MIXING HELIX: 4 mm 30 Mn B5
CONTROL SYSTEM:Mixer Control Block can be adjusted between 0,15 min.
ADDITIONAL CHUTES: 5 mm plastic gutter

10 m³ TRANSMIXER
TECHNICIAL SPECIFICATIONS
10 m3 N-MAK Transmixers are manufactured as both dry and wet systems under the defined capacity. In
the equipment, there is a manual discharge chamber which works under the mechanical systems. Thus,
the discharge application can be made to the desired pont neatly. Movement of drum works mechanically
with a mono roller systems.
MIXING DRUMM: 5 mm S 500/4 mm 30 mm B5
NOMINAL CAPACITY: 10m³
GEOMETRIC CAPACITY: 16.500
FILLING CAPACITY: %63
LOADING WIDENESS: 2.350mm
HEIGHT: 2.750mm
WEIGHT: 4.200kg
REDUCER: Transmital/ZF
HYDRAULIC PUMP:HİDROSİLA/EATON/REXROTH
HYDRAULIC MOTOR:HİDROSİLA/EATON/REXROTH
COOLER: AKG 24V (18lt)
WATER PUMP: RPM/500 With Driwing From Reducer.
MIXING HELIX: 4 mm 30 Mn B5
CONTROL SYSTEM:Mixer Control Block can be adjusted between 0,15 min.
ADDITIONAL CHUTES: 5 mm plastic gutter

12 m³ TRANSMIXER
TECHNICIAL SPECIFICATIONS
12 m3 N-MAK Transmixers are manufactured as both dry and wet systems under the defined capacity. In
the equipment, there is a manual discharge chamber which works under the mechanical systems. Thus,
the discharge application can be made to the desired pont neatly. Movement of drum works mechanically
with a mono roller systems.
MIXING DRUMM: 5 mm S 500/4 mm 30 mm B5
NOMINAL CAPACITY: 12m³
GEOMETRIC CAPACITY: 19.600
FILLING CAPACITY: %64
LOADING WIDENESS: 2.350mm
HEIGHT: 2.750mm
WEIGHT: 4.600kg
REDUCER: Transmital/ZF
HYDRAULIC PUMP:HİDROSİLA/EATON/REXROTH
HYDRAULIC MOTOR:HİDROSİLA/EATON/REXROTH
COOLER: AKG 24V (18lt)
WATER PUMP: RPM/500 With Driwing From Reducer.
MIXING HELIX: 4 mm 30 Mn B5
CONTROL SYSTEM:Mixer Control Block can be adjusted between 0,15 min.
ADDITIONAL CHUTES: 5 mm plastic gutter

TRANSPORTATION :

N-MAK transmixerS are suitable to all trucks kinds and brands .

SHIPPMENT :

N-MAK transmixers fit easily in a 40 feet container to can ensure a
secure transportation and reasonable coasts for transportation .

Are you looking for a premium quality Transmixer?
Contact US :
info@nexongroup.eu

